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NEGOTIATING OUTSOURCING CONTRACTS INPUT

Abstract

Outsourcing services have expanded in diversity and become part of

options that companies, small to large, consider for the solution to both

tactical and strategic business problems. Today, the growth of

outsourcing activities continues at an explosive pace. Customer

dissatisfaction with service level and costs can destroy the vendor-

customer relationship.

Defining the contract terms that reflect customer requirements for service

levels and cost containment is a critical phase in the outsourcing life

cycle. This
"au^v^^amines users' evaluation of the vendor ability to

negotiate contract terms and deliver ^rvices responsive to their

proviaons.

The report is published as part of INPUT'S Outsourcing Program. The

key topics explored include the following:

• Customer concerns about contract terms and the priorities placed on

service delivery, technical resource availability and cost contaiament

• Customer evaluation of vendor ability to deHver on the performance

demands and cost constraints detailed in the contract terms

• Approaches the vendor can adopt to avoid issues ofnon-conformance

and, when.issues do ari^, pos^le actions to amohorate customer

The Jreport contains 32 pages , induding 13 exhibits.

e 19BS by INPUT. Reptoduction Prohjfailad.





NEGOTIATING OUTSOURCING CONTRACTS INPUT

Introduction

During the survey and develonment of INPUT'S 1995 report, Pricing and

Marketing of Outsourcing S'ert;ices^oncernLffia^^pressed]b^ respondents
J

about controlling the development of contract terms and assuring that the

final contract satisfactorily reflected the actual operational cost and

service effectiveness. It was fifom this perspective that INPUT dedded to

study customers' attitudes and perceptions about the development of

contract terms and the manner and stifficiencgf with which ttity r^ect

actual service delivery and cost.

User expenditures on outsourcing services are forecast to grow, in the

• U.S. a^l8% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between 1994 and

2000. INPUT forecasts the value of this expenditure to be $42 billion by

2000. Along with the growth and heightened interest, however, press

reports point to numerous customer complaints about service levels and

cost. In many instances, problems are built into the contract terms

because of the inability to be sufficiently specific about service

expectations. In oOx<sr ca^s, the difficulty is in the failm-e to remedy

problems in a prompt and effective manner as they arise.

Companies, small and large, are considering and contracting for

outsourcing services for business operations, network and desktop

management, application and platform operations, and applications

management. In each case, the service delivery expectations must be

reflected in the negotiated terms and conditions. Failmre to detail the

service levels, service costs and potential evolution to new services in the

contract can lead to dissatisfaction with services delivered and

confrontation with the vendor performing on the contract.

It is important for tibe vendor to tmdterstand t^e issues arising diudng

contract definition and, after the outsourcing service has begun, the areas

in which dissatisfaction may arise in the delivery of services. Further,

remedies instituted when service or price fail to meet customer

OSCT 1
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expectations or contract terms are extremely important to vendors' efforts

to ensure long-term, profitable contract operations.

OI]|ectiye and Scope

1. Objective

The dt)jectave8 of this report, Negotiatmg Outsourcing Contraet&, are to:

Identify the items customers ident% as having the highest priority

during contract negotiation

• Investigate the importance that respondents place upon key issues

related to operational performan^ and cost <^nsiderations

• Analyze of the customer rating and ranking ofperformance,

technology, cost and personnel issues.

•^"Recommendations a*©-aiade for working with customers to develop

contract terms that are responsive to requirements, prior to contract

initiation.

In additior; to the important issues that arise prior to the contract

signing, study explores customer attitudes and evaluation of vendor

performance in the light of contract and service expectations. The study

identifies areas in which some vendors fail to meet expectations, whether

*^K^Jn the contract or outside of contract specification. In addition,

the relationship between vendor and customer is explored. Hie report

discusses a)mmon areas of customer disappointment and r^xmunends

ways to avoid such situations.

The study includes assessmen^^of customer expectations for vendor

performance levels and service costs. The vendor-customer relationship is

viewed in terms of ©intract provisions negotiated and vendor performjunce

relative to the^ provisions. Recommendations for improving vendor

responsiveness and maintaining a positive relationship with the customer

are discussed.

2. Scope

The study includes customers in the United States and Canada,

representing a wide spectrum of industries, annual sales and degre^of

outsourcing commitment. Many have been using outsourcing providers

2 ©199S by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. OSCT
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for more than five years. The survey respondents were from senior and

middle management levels.

B

The survey includes customers that have recently begun outsourcing

activities, as well as those that have had contracts for as long as five

years. Many have multiple contracts for the out«)urcmg of numerous

functions and ^rvi<»s. None have tenninated outsoxircing contracts, but

some have renegotiated contract terms or contracted with replacement

vendors for the same servit^. The survey was conducted during the

second quarter of 1995.

1. Industry Sectors Surveyed

The thirty companies surveyed are in a variety of industrial sectors. As

shown in Exhibit I-l, the largest survey population is drawn from the

manufacturing sectors.

OSCT ©1995 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 3
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Exhibit 1-1

Distribution of Companies by industry

utilities

10%

Banking & Finance

13%
Tr«»po(ts^on

7%

Process Manufacturing

30%

30 Rei^ndents

Business Services

7%
Health Care

3%

Eduction

3%

CM«7ete Maiu^Kluring

27%

Portion of Respondwits in Each Indus^

Source: INPUT

Nearly 65% of the companies had annual sales in excess of $1 billion, as

shown in Exhibit 1-2. The annual sales ofcompanies in the

mantifacturing sector ranged between $170 million and $100 billion.

Exhibit 1-2

Distribution of Companies by Annual Sales

Annual Sales Portion of Respondents

< $1 Billion 37%

$1-20 Billion 50%

$>$20 Billion 13%

Smme: INPUT

2. Respondent Title and Reporting Relationship

The respondents surveyed were middle-level managers involved with

contaract negotiation, many ofwhom were also involved in out^tirdng

activities. The disbribution of stirvey respondent job titles is shown in

Exhibit 1-3. These managers reported to ^nior-level personnel, whose

titles are shown in Exhibit 1-4.

4 ®1S8S by MPUr. RtpioducSm t^lsMbted. OSCT
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Exhibit 1-3

Survey Respondent Position Titles

PercentagjE^m

Manager 37

Analyst, Administrator, Coordinator 23

Director 23

Vice President 10

Controller 7

Note that more than 50 percent of the senior personnel are corporate

officers. For further discussion of the role played by CFOs in oufc^urcing

decisions, see the INPUT report Rok &fthe CFO in Outmureing

Decisiom.

Exhibit 1-4

Respondents Reporting Relationsiiip

Respondents f^eportin^H|l||i|||lHI^

Relationship - ^dwwBHBi BBmSbq^otI^^M
Chief Information Officer 27

Chief Financial Officer 27

Director 12

Vice President 12

Manager 19

Controller 3

3. Types of Outsourcing Activities

The companies outsourced a broad spectrum of services and functions.

The distribution of outsourcing activities is shown in Exhibit 1-5. Many of

the respondents outsourced numerous services or functions. However, 53

percent of the survey respondents were outsourcing a single activity. It is

noteworthy that desktop servi<»s is tlie most frequent outsourcing

activity for this survey population. The next most frequently outsourced

support service is network management. Both outsourcing activities

continue to take on increasing importance as chent/server computing and

the networks supporting business automation grow in importance.

OSCT dtses by INPUT. ftemMuelian PKtmm. s
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Exhibit 1-5

Outsourcing Contract Types

r"e rcenxaye^oi^j^Mi^i

Desktop Services 26

Network Management 19

All Operations and Management 17

Business Operations 12

Platform Systems 12

Application Management 9

Application Systems 5

4. Outsourcing Budget Allocation

The portion of information systems budget allocated to outsourcing by the

surveyed companies averaged 19 percent of the IS budget. The allocation

ranged between 1 and 100 percent of the total budget. The largest

outsourcing budget allocations were found to be for entire operation

outsourdng and network and pla^nn serviees.

Report Organization

The remainder of this report is organized into thet &lbwing chapters:

Chapter II, Executive Overview, provides a synopsis of the study

findings and recommendations.

• Chapter III, Contract Term Negotiators, reviews those involved in

the negotiation of contract terms. In addition, the involvement of

purchasing department personnel is discxissed.

• Chapter IV, Major Pre-Contract Issms, provides a discussion of

the areas ofconcern to customers sin^ they are perceived as ^
^ critical to the negotiation process. Recommendations are made fef-"®—'

cousid^rttions vendors should factor into the negotiation pro(»ss.

.

• Chapter V, Contract Performanm, discusses tiie importance tJiat

customers place on variotis aspects ofcontract performance and

how well the vendor conforms to the tenns and eiqpectations.

6 ®1S9S by INPUT. RepRxhicHon PnhitaiM. OSCT
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P
Related Reports

There are numerous associated INPUT reports on outsourcing to which

reade]^ can refer, including the following:

• U.S. Outsourcing Market Analysis, 1994-1999

• Prking and Marketing of Outmurcing Servims

• The Impact ofBusiness Process Reengineering on Outsourcing

• The Rok of the CFO in Outsourcing Dedshm

• Client Satisfaction with Outsourcing

• Business QoeraUons in Outsourcing

OSCT ©1995 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 7
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Executive Overview

The decision to outsource o|>erational functions and business services is

complex. It requires the customer to consider multiple issues and factois

and to ensure that the vendor understands the metrics against which

delivery of the outsourcing service will measured. Most important is to

establish that the outsourcing activity is provided in a timely and cost-

eflfective mani^r. Outsourcing projects generally are conteacted for

multiple years? this results in the task of definition often being

compUcated and stressful and requiring careful and reasoned

considerations about service and cost expectations two, three, or even five

years into the future.

A satisfactory imlationship between vendor and customer will depend

heavily upon the ability of each to fashion a contract that both parties

find mutually acceptable and that appropriately reflects the reality of

what the customer wants and the vendor is capable of delivering. Any

failure to reflect expectations and capabilities will ultimately result in

dissatisfaction, perhaps requiring mediation, renegotiation, arbitrationjr,

at worst, litigation. 4m oil i.imii, avdidAnoe Of noud tu a«u*»Ivo Ibs

Establishing Contract Terms

The study results reveal that the primarj^Mstpmer concerns during the

crafting of the outsourcing rontract are 4o3gfial%te ao^ptable levels of

service delivery while simultaneously bounding the domain of expected

cost. On the basis of relative importance, the highest^rated issues are

service level guarantees, commitment to delivery schedules and the

availability of appropriate technical personnel.

Access to technical personnel is mentioned most frequently, but does not

rank at the top of the list of concerns. Rather, issties of price and cost

have the highest priority. Although, fixed pricing is a key negotiation

OSCT 01995 by INPUT. R«praduc8oo PraMbiM. 9
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issue, financial incentives linked to performance are not. Warrantees are

included in the list of top concerns, but linking them to incentives is not

mentioned.

Respondents were questioned about which negotiating issues were

resolved with ease and which with difficulty. Vendors should note that

price is mentioned most frequently as an easily resolved issue while,

when questioned about the most difficult negotiation issue, prim and

service level are ranked equally and most firequently. Almost without

exception, little mention is made of major issues threatening the

negotiations (i.e. "deal breakers") that arose at the time of contract

signing.

The purchasing departaient played a key role in the contract negotiation

in little more than half of the survey sample. Fiirther, this department

took the lead in negotiation in less than 15% of the cases. In light of the

fact that outsourcing contracts generally are complex documents designed

to define service and cost level expectations clearly, it is interesting that

the purchasing department is not mentioned more frequently as taking a

leading role in the negotiation process. A later portion of the survey

found that several i^spondents indicated a desire for active puixhamng

department participation in the next round ofout^urdng contract

negotiations.

Eighty percent of the customers surveyed have at least one year of

more than two years of operational experience. The second portion of the

study concerned the experience of these companies regarding actual

vendor performance. The survey respondents indicated that the vendors

have, in i^neral, performed within reasonable expectations. However,

this is not to say that companies, across the board, are satisfied witihi aH

aspects of contractor performance and adherence to contract terms.

Items identified as being most at issue are unanticipated service costs

and failure to meet ^rvice objectives. Nearly a quarter of the respondent

companies are in some stage ofcontract renegotiation, on a formal or

informal basis, to remedy problems with aspects of the above issues or

due to service scope changes requested by the customer.

B
Contract Performance

experience operating with an ou and more than half have

10 ®19% by MPUT. Rcpndu^ PtoMbilML OSCT
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In spite of these problems, relations with vendors are reported as

improved or httle1^mo6^^?Tiess than 20% of the survey sample believed

that the relationship with the vendor had deteriorated. In those cases

where deterioration had ocscurred the rea^ns for failing relatiosu^ps can

be stunmarized as:

• problems with cost containment

• uawiUingn^ on Hm pwA ofthi vendor to ic^Iw oi^oiog apm^mai pic^@ns.

Those reporting improvement in relationships generally identified ttie

following factors as contributing to the change:

• the vendor's efforts to work through problems

• stability of key vendor personnel who stay with the contract operation

• the voder's effort lA coi^tant improvement.

The study indicates that vendors received an above-average rating for

delivering outsourcing services. However, there are still issues that

create customer concerns about contract terms and vendors' ability to

deliver. The most frequently mentioned issues, both pre- and post-

contract signing, are assuring appropriate levels of service deUvery and

contowlling the cost of service. Equally uriportant, but usually not written

into the ojntact, is concern about for the vendor's willii^pMi^ to asagn

appropriate personnel to the outsourcing contract, to work through

pr(d>leii» as they arise and to work as a team in order to get tl^ job done.

Vendors can shorten the process of contract term definition and

negotiation by recognizing the needs of the company to appropriately

define the service levels to be delivered and the cost expectations. Efforts

to facilitate early agreement on these issues and vendor commitment to

delivery will solidify relations with the company and offer opportunity for

additional contracts for outsourcing services. Further, it becomes clear

tJiat customer pre-contract activities involve the functional business imit

—"organizations in defining the service and cost levels^s weU as IS

departments. Efforts on the part of the vendor to make early, proactive

efforts-J^workijag'with the personnel in these organizations will hasten

the process of contract agreement and, after start-up, provide abase for

simplified and quick conflict resolution.

c
Conclusions

OSCT bf INPUT. R^radiieHan PraMMML 11
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Contract Term Negotiators

Outsourcing contract terms and conditions represent some of the most

important determinants influencing satisfaction with service delivery and

the relationship between vendor and customer. Contract negotiation is,

indeed, a critical phase in the life cycle of outsourcing service delivery.

Accordingly, it is important to understand who the lead negotiators are

and who else participat^in the contract negotiation process. This helps

set a framework for the terms identified as being critical to the success of

the outsourcing contract, e&*^f^(0^ «^ on^ffi^MM^ ivtCo

Section A, The Lead Negotiators, is a review of the senior

personnel who are involved in the leadership and process of

negotiating out^urcing contoract terms. Further di^usston is

devoted to other key participants in the negotiation process.

Section B, Purchasing Department Participation, reviews tlie

customer's contracting or purchasing department participation in

the contract negotiation process.

• Section C, Conclusions and Recommendations, suggests

approaches that vendors can take to better understand the driving

forces and initiatives that shape the contract terms.

The Lead NegoiatotB

The survey results reveal that the contract term negotiations usually are

conducted by mid- to senior-level managers who have direct responsibility

for the specific service or business function being outsourced. In addition

to the question of negotiation leactership, the re^ondents also were asked

if the negotiation was carried out by a committee. In only three cases

(10% of the survey), were the negotiations managed by committees of

senior personnel. Lead negotiating responsibility by department is shown

in Exhibit IIl-l.

OSCT ®19SS by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 13
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Exhibit 111-1

Key Negotiators

^^^^^^^ ^otal

Information Systems 16 59

Non-Information Systems 11 41

Source: INPUT

It is useful to note that 41% of the senior lead negotiators are from non-

information systems departments. This statistic clearly indicates the

importance-te-JalViaced on thorough insight regarding not only the

information systems-related requirements, but also^ needs of the

business and user departments. Only then is it possible to understand

the driving hrc&s that influence contract terms.

In 43% of the survey (13 companies), the negotiation of contract terms

was carried out or supported by a committee of managers. The

composition of these committees varied, but many had participation from

staff support groups, including the legal, finance and human resource

departments. This again highhghts the need for the vendor to place

heavy emphasis upon underatanding the needs and influences of the

entire organization.

B
Ptffchasing D^aattnait Paitidi^ion

Members of the purchasing department were found to have participated

in contract definition and negotiation in only 57 percent of the companies

in the survey. Because the negotiation of contract terms is so closely

related to the activity of the purchasing or contract department, it is

unusual that this department was not mentioned more frequently as

having major involvement in the negotiation process. In only four cases

(13%) did the purchasing department take lead responsibihty for

negotiations. It is interesting to note that in two cases, companies that

did not have strong purchasing department involvement would opt for

such participation in future negotiations.

C

Conclusions and Recxmimenclatiom

Committees and non-IS management negotiators represent another

challenge to the negotiation process. Whether the customer negotiator is

a committee or an individual, it is imperative that the vendor develops an

appreciation for the internal user issues that are driving the decision to

14 Ol905 by INPUT. Rapnxkidion PraMitML OSCT
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outsource. Now that the reasons for outsourcing transcend the

traditional issues of cost and operational a)nvenien(», understanding the

secondary driving forces takes on new significance. As a result, the need

to develop contacts and relationships within the customer organization at

all levels and encompassing all interests in aspects of the prospective

outsourcing service must be stressed. Venctors will improve their position

by understanding all the requirements of the outsourcing project and

being prepared to respond and shape these expectations in conformity

with its ability to deliver.

OSCT ©1995 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 15
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Major Pre-Contract Issues

Contract terms and conditions are designed to define the scope of services,

provide for the service pricing structure, and set out appropriate methods

'by which the vendor or customer can pursue recourseTshould disputes

arise. During the recent years of outsourcing contract growth, many

additional service areas (^^-jDcsktop Services) have become part of the

mainstream, as has the breadtg^f companies served. At the same time,

the gap between customer expectations and actual service delivered show

signs of widening. There is evidence in ^veral high-projOOb outsourdng

contracts to suggest that vendors ai^ sometimes unable to be re^Ktnsive

enough to mntract terms.

The instances of disappointment witii the nature, level and cost of service

continue to grow. The reasons for the mismatch between expectation and

reality are many. Failure of the customer to specify performance and ©jst

expectations appropriately and the vendor's inabiHty to manage

expectations and service delivery are often at the nexus of deteriorating

business relationships.

This chapter will explore the issues that are of greatest importance to the

survey respondents. Vendors will benefit from developing an

understanding about the factors that are important to the customer

during and after contract negotiation. Although the quality of service and

associated costs continue to be of primary importance to the customer, a

more detailed level of requirement specification is important. The

following sections explore the key contract provisions that respondents

identified as having particular importance. Issues arising prior to the

signing of the contract are rated, ranked and discussed. '7^^ cAu*^vP^

• Section A, Key Contract Provisions, contains the customer survey

responses to key iss^s thought important in the contract

negotiation phase.

OSCT ©1995 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 17
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• Section B, Issue Resolution at Contract Time, discusses the items

that are either easy or difficult to resolve at the time of contract

completion.

• Section C, Conclusions and Recommendations, contains suggestions

for improving the process of negotiation so as to arrive at contract

terms that represent the intent of the user and the capabilities of the

vendor.

Cof^rac^ Pnovisions

The traditional issues of cost, service delivery and access to technical

resources weigh heavily on the minds of users. Tiiese concerns generally

arise in contracts for delivering technical services. However, they become

particularly problematic when the customer is fac^d with (kfining

performance and cost expectations at contract initiaMon and, in many

cases, two, five, or more years into the future.

There are six key areas of contention when contract performan<^ terms

are being defined. These were discussed in INPUT'S report. Pricing and

Marketing of Outsourcing Services. All issues were to be rated in the

context of their importance when negotiating contract terms. Exhibit IV-

1 shows the average rating response for each performance category.

18 ©1995 by INPUT.Ilapmdu^ PioMMM. OSCT
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Exhibit IV-1

Rating of Key Contract Considerations

Lfeari^rBcflnptaTB

Source: INPUT

The highest rated items (i.e., 4.5 to 4.6 rating) are guarantee of service

level up-time, commitment to delivery schedule, service level guarantee

and availability of technical specialists. Although service and delivery

commitments and fixed pricing are important, it is interesting to note

that the aggregate survey response indicated the least interest in

considering incentives and bonuses for achieving specific performance

levels. This indicates that vendors may gain little, or even lose, by

emphasizing pricing mechanisms based on performance and/or delivery

OSCT Ol9SS l>y INPUT. Raproduetien PraMbtod. 19
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levels. It is better for vendors to take the approach that achievement of

perfonnance and dehvery levels should be a^iuned rather thian providbd

as a means to eara additional ajmpensatioa.

In addition, the availabiUty of technical specialists continues to be a

major, persistent issue for projects such as these in which technology is

evolving rapidly. This will become more even important over the next few

years as the portion ofclient/server systems that are outsourced while

also increasing in complexity. In fact, this increased technical ©)mplexity

is now a driving force behind the ^owth ofout^urcing.

"* Respondents also were asked to rank the items most important to bo

4Hd«uie4rIn the outsourcing contract. A tabulation of^ rankings is

shown in Exhibit IV-2.

Exhibit IV-2

Ranking of Key Contract Considerations

Source; /A/PUT

Again, it is instructive to note that availability of technical specialists is

the most frequently mentioned concern, although this issue did not

receive the most frequent first ranking. Rather, cost and financial

considerations ranked most frequently in the first position. These six

issues represent 65 percent of the responses.

Tlie consistent message here for vendors is that customers are concerned

about gviaranteeing specific levels of service, controlling the cost and

assuring that appropriate skill levels are committed with ongoing
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availability to the outsourcing project. Efforts to work collaboratively

with the customer in the early stages of identifying appropriate and

practical levels ofperformance while rationalizing achievable

cost/peiformance objectives should represent early mmerstones for open,

professional relationships with the customer. Craftiiig realistic

expectations for performance and cost will help to ^^^As^cEisappointinent

with actual performance and incurred costs as issues arise.

B
^ue ResolLifion at ContractTime

Exhibit iV-3

An objective of the study is to identify the contract terms most easily

negotiated at the time of contract signing, and those either most difficult

to negotiate or what can best be termed "deal breakers." It was found

that pri(» and ^rvice level were the most frequently mentioned issues as

either ea^ or difficult to resolve. The aggregate responses for these two

represented 52 and 54 percent of the responses in the easy and difficult

categories, resp^vely. See Exhibit IV-3Kbr additional detail.

Top Issues Easy and Difficult to Resolve

Category Easy to resolve

Percent of total

Hard to resolve

Percent of total

Price 44 27

Service Level 8 27

Source: INPUT

The two issues were linked in many responses. In fact, the clear message

is tiiat cost and servi(» level &te at the root ofcustomer concerns.

Few respondents identified any issues as being deal breakers although

two users emphasize that they would not negotiate on price.

Condusiotm and Recommendations

The key measures of service delivery to which customers expect vendors to

make a commitment are:

• Outsourcing cost

• Service level

• Responsiveness
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Further, the message is that users are comfortable with pricing

arrangements and service level guarantees that assure limitations on cost

at level of service delivery.

Joint sharing of cost savings or incentives based on performance appear

to have little appeal. Vendors who choose to pursue this approach to

pricing should review the way in which this is presented to prospects. The

current lack of appeal may be the result of the benefits and advantages

provided by performance bonuses and sharing in cost savings having been

presented to the customer in an ineffective manner. This lack of

marketing effectiveness is studied in INPUTS report "Pricing and

Marketing of Outsourcing Services",

Users are concerned about the availabiUty and dedication of appropriate

management and technical personnel to the outsoxurcing project. Further,

a number of the respondents expressed concern about the vendor's ability

to smoothly transfer its^rsonnel to the vendor organization. Associated

with this concern a*^the retention of the transferred personnel-fee- So'tAj^^

continue working on the customer's activities, anc^assurance that

transferred personnel will find the new management and benefit

environment sufficiently acceptable to avoid any legal actions.

Vendors can overcome this user concern by taking time, during the

negotiation process, to explain and document their procedures for

integrating transferred personnel. They should also define the fiiture role

for them individuals. -

Vendors can help to improve the negotiation process by understanding

the service level and cost containment objectives the prospective customer

is attempting to achieve. Clear and open communication about these

issues is essential. The vendor will improve its negotiating position by

responding openly and reaUstically about the customer's performance and

cost demands and, in response, the vendor's ability to deUver on the^

objectives. In addition, issues about the availability of appropriate

technical and management personnel dedicated to the project also are

very important to the negotiation process.

During the contract definition phase, the vendor is in the best position to

develop a close working relationship with the customer and, in the

process, help to craft terms that reflect the vendor's ability to deliver.

Because, in today's market, contract terms must more broadly represent

the requirements not only of the information systems department, but

also the user groups within the functional businei^ unit|^ is importont
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that the vendor sales and contract negotiation team develop a clear

understanding of the driving forces at all levels in each of the customer

departments. This means that the vendor can improve the process by

kaowing which of the customer's pereonnel are driving the reqiurements

definitions and working with them to iseuf^hat these requirements are

real^tie md achievabte. *'M-t«-Kfi-^

Finally, early presentation by the vendor of the technical and

management personnel who are to be assigned to the outsourcing project

will help to assure the customer that a competent team is ready start to

the project. The more the customer gets to know these vendor personnel

before the contract, the greater the probability of achieving a positive

supplier-customer relationship.
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Contract Performance

This chapter provides insight into operational reality and compliance with

contract terms and conditions. Of therespon(jtentcustomeira, 66% have

been operating with outsourcing services for more than two years. Most

of the respondents report successful outsourcing service operations—but

not without problems, in several cases. In addition, the views of the

surveyed companies regarding how they would change the emphasis of

contract terms in future negotiations is discussed. 'TA^i^ cJl^^^^ifi^ 14^

"~* • Section A, Vendor Performance and Contract Terms, presents usera^

assessment of vendors' ability to deliver expected services at

acceptable cost levels. It also looks into the lessons learned and

actions that the company took to resolve issues with the vendor.

• Section B, Hindsight and Negotiating Better Contract Terms, looks

into user assessment of the actions that can be taken when

negotiating outsourcing contracts in the future.

• Section C, Conclusions and Recommendations, makes suggestions

regarding managing user expectations and positioning the vendor

so as to avoid a customer's loss ofconfidence in the vendor's ability

to deliver.

Vendor PeifDrtnance and ContmctTemis

It is important to obtain customer assessment of the vendor's

performance, subsequent to contract initiation. The respondents were

asked to rate how well the vendors performed in areas of cost and service

level. The ratings for five specific performance areas are shown in

Exhibit V-1.
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Exhibit V-1

Vendor Performance Rating

Mest^g Service Delivery

Goals

Confrol of Service Costs

MeeMng Product Delivery

dates

Meeting Technology

Transition Objectives

Charing Unanticipated

Sendee Co^

3

Rating

Source: INPUT

The assessment indicates that, overall, users beUeve the vendors have

performed at or above average levels of expectation. The variation in

these average ratings is quite small, indicating that there is no signijQcant

di.sparity among the respondents' ratings. In only one case did the

respondent give particularly low ratings (i.e. 1 or 2) to its vendor for the

issues ofmeeting service goals, controlling costs and being faced with

unanticipated costs. Thio portioulto outeommig tuuti^^cl iB in iM e'My

g»^fpe nf npflratignal rifllivary- ^
However, the unanticipated service cost item provides evidence that this

area certainly could be improved, the rating being just above average

performance. Three of the survey respondents indicated that

unanticipated costs were a problem and that negotiations to arrive at

resolutions are still in process. At the same time, several customers

indicated that their vendors were very quick to arrive at resolution of

problems as they arose.
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Seven of the companies (23% of the survey population) responded that the

outsourcing contracts were in some stage of renegotiation. Reasons for

renegotiation boiled down to dissatisfaction over unanticipated costs or

failure to meet service goals, or a change in project scope. Several

customers indicated that through there are problems with service

delivery, nothing is being done to renegotiate contract terms; apparently,

the user does not consider the problem severe.

The survey asked the respondents to characterize how their relaticmships

with vendore have evolved mnce initiating outsourdng activities. Ratinip

are shown in Exhibit V-2.

Exhibit V-2

Relationship with Vendor Since Contract initiation

Not Changed

33%

Portion of Res^ons(»

Source; INPUT

Again, this would appear to be a very positive evaluation, in that half of

the companies believe that the relationship with the vendor has

improved. The common themes underlying improvement are,:

• Good vendor personnel who are technically matched to the need and

who strive for teamwork

• The willingness on the part of the vendor to solve the problems when

they arise and then to "go the extra mile" to deliver on the

ajmmitments.
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The common criticisms among compames that beheved the relationship

had deteriorated were:

• inability to meet service level a)minifami@ats

• the difficulty with cost containment.

Once again, there is good reason to be concerned about the^ two issues

both prior to and after contract signing.

Surveyed companies were also asked to rate factors that would do the

most harm to the relationship with the vendor. Examples ofsuch factors

include:

• Vendor service that was unresponsive to contract terms,

• Costs that were unanticipated or in excess ofeonfcfact tems

• Issues of vendor and company personnel

The respondents' rating of these items is shown in Exhibit V-3.
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Exhibit V-3

Factors that Can Most Harm Vendor^ustomer Relationships

Meeting commitment to

performaiice deiivray goals

Vendor oversold its

capability to deliver

High turnover of vendor

outsourcing staff

Service costs 15% above

company goal

Vendor unresponsive to

resolving non-conformance

Vendor success in

managing transition of staff

Service costs 5% above

company goal

Additional costs for items

not in original contract

30 Respondents

3.3

H -4-

3 4
Rating of importance of Factor

Sourc&: INPUT

Once again, the message is that meeting the performance commitments

has the greatest impact upon the vendor's relationship to the customer.

The aggregate response is consistent with the responses earlier in the

survey regarding the most important contract terms. Related to

performance are vendors' actions to resolve non-conformance issues and

overselling their ability to deU^^r. Botib of these items are rated jmt
below performance delivery.

Regarding service cost, it is interesting to note that the respondents

indicated a <»ncem about a)st overruns in the range of 6 percent, but

with less importance than a 15 percent overrun. Unanticipated or added

costs were rated just below the 5 percent overrun. Although cost is of

major concern, these responses seem to indicate that the customer does

have some tolerance for unanticipated or excessive costs, beyond the

expected levels.
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B

Hindsightand Negotiating Better Contract Temis

Respondents were asked to consider how their organization could have

negotiated better contract terms. The emphasis was to take advantage of

hindsight and rate actions that they could have taken to produce better

contract terms. The ratings of selected actions are shown in Exhibit V-4.

Exhibit V-4

improving Contract Terms

Obtain eonimiteel

avsHl^lHy of ksy ven^

Detailed delivery dates and

software specifications

Detailed transition dates

and platfoitTi j^e<^fieafions

Negotiate not-to-exceed

cost levels

48%

43%

38%

38%

1

—

—1
1 H

—

30 Respondents

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Por^on of Responses With Rating (tf 4 or S

(5=V8iy Important)

Source: INPUT

If the user views of these revisions to contract terms are considered in

'--Jight of the average rating then there is Uttle differentiation. The highest

rated is "Obtain committed availabihty of key vendor personnel" with a

rating of 3.4 and the lowest is "Detail specific software specifications and

dehvery dates" with a rating of 2.9. This indicates a broad range of

opinions regarding this area. However, by considering the portion of

respondents rating each type of revision as very or most important (rating

of 4 or 5) then a commonality of views emerges—in hindsight, users
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would place more emphasis or negotiation of terms regarding level of

performance. The relatively high portion (48%) of respondents who

ranked highly the availability of key vendor peraonnel confirms the

findings expressed in the previous chapter (see Exhibit IV-2). which

indicated that the most often ranked contiraet eoi3^deration was that of

t^dmical specialist availabUity.

Other actions mentioned to iasuB^better contract negotiations were plans

to involve a greater number ofprospective vendors in the negotiation

proce^ and to obtain the involvement oftiie pur^amng department in

working out the oontraet tBrms.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Contract terms that address cost containment,;|^ly siurfadng of

unanticipated costs, and service level guarantees are key prerequisites for

a successful relationship with the customer. This study indicates that

this is the primary message in all phases of the outsourcing contract Ufe

cycle. These elements are important diuring contract definition as well as

ongoing project operation. Equally important to negotiating a couteact

that both sides find satisfactory is the effort keep the relationship on a

positive and growing basis afler service begins.

Measures to avoid customer dissatisfaction once the outsourcing activities

have begun are clear*

A
• The vendor must be committed to working actively to resolve contract

non-conformance issues. This means that, as and when problems

arise, appropriate personnel must be available to work out the

technical and administrative issues requiring resolution.

• Working out the issues means that the vendor can best preserve its

relationship with the cu|tomer by being up front when performance •

—- shortfalls arise, and by ^nsuring that competent personnel who

understand the customer's technical and service environment are at

the customer site on a regular basis.

• Having identified incipient stages of potential problems, early

> resolution will help to insure a long lasting business relationship with

the customer.
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Abstract

Outsourcing services have expanded in diversity and become part of

options that companies, small to large, consider for the solution to both

tactical and strategic business problems. Today, the growth of

outsourcing activities continues at an e^losive pace. Customer

dissatisfaction with service level and costs can destroy the vendor-

ciistomer relationship.

Defining the contract terms that reflect customer requirements for service

levels and cost containment is a critical phase in the outsourcing life

cycle. This survey examines users' evaluation of the vendor abiUty to

negotiate conteact terms and deUver services responsive to their

provisions.

The report is published as part of INPUT'S Outsourcing Program. The

key topics explored include the foDowing:

Customer concerns about contract terms and the priorities placed on

service delivery, technical resource availability and cost containment

Customer evaluation of vendor ability to deliver on the performance

demands and cost constraints detailed in the contract terms

Approaches the vendor can adopt to avoid issues of non-conformance

and, when issues do arise, possible actions to EimeHorate customer

dissatisfaction

This report provides critical information for sales, marketing and

operations specialists who work with customers to craft appropriate

service and cost levels and insure responsive and a»st-efik;tive service

delivery.

The report contains 32 pages , including 13 exhibits.
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Introduction

During the survey and development of INPUT'S 1995 report, Pricing and

Marketing of Outsourcing Services, concern was expressed by respondents

about controlling the development of contract tenns and assuring that the

final c»ntract satisfactorily reflected tixe actual operational a)st and

servi(» effectiveness. It was from this perspective that INPUT decided to

study customers' attitudes and perceptions about the development of

contract terms and the manner and sufficiency with which they reflect

actual service delivery and cost.

User expenditures on outsourcing services are forecast to grow, in the

U.S. at 18% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between 1994 and

2000. INPUT forecasts the value of this expenditure to be $42 billion by

2000. Along with the growth and heightened interest, however, press

reports point to numerous customer complaints about service levels and

cost. In many uistances, problems are built ini» the contract terms

because of the inablHty to be sufficiently specific about service

expectations. In other cases, the difficulty is in the faflure to remedy

problems in a prompt and effective manner as they arise.

Companies, small and large, are considering and contracting for

outsourcing servi<^s for business operations, network and desktop

management, appHcation and platform operations, and appUcations

management. In each case, the service delivery expectations must be

reflected in the negotiated terms and conditions. Failure to detail the

service levels, service costs and potential evolution to new services in the

contract can lead to dissatisfaction with services delivered and

confixjntation with the vendor performing on the contract.

It is important for the vendor to understand the issues arising during

contract definition and, after the outsourcing service has begun, the areas

in which dissatisfaction may arise in the delivery of services. Further,

remedies instituted when service or price fail to m^t customer
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expectations or contract terms are extremely import^t to vendorai* efforts

to ensure Iong*term, profitable mnixmA operations.

A
Objective and Scope

1. Objective

The objectives of this report, Negotiating Outsourcing Contracts, are to:

• Identify the items ciistomers identify as having tiie highest priority

during contract negotiation

• Investigate the importance that respondents place upon key issues

related to operational performance and cost considerations

• Analyze of the customer rating and ranking of performaiMB,

technology, cost and personnel issues.

Recommendations are made for working with customers to develop

contract terms tiiat axe rei^nsive to requireiaente, prior to contract

initiation.

In addition to the important issues that arise prior to the contract

siting, the study explores custonier attitudes and evaluation ofvendor

performance in the light of contract and service expectations. The study

identifies areas in which some vendors fail to meet expectations, whether

reflected in the contract or outside of contract specification. In addition,

the relationship between vendor and customer is explored. The report

discusses common areas of customer disappointment and recommends

ways to avoid such situations.

The study includes assessment of customer expectations for vendor

performance levels and service costs. The vendor-customer relationship is

viewed in terms of contract provisions negotiated and vendor performance

relative to these provisions. Recommendations for improving vendor

responsiveness and maintaining a positive ndation^p with tii© customer

are discussed.

2. Scope

The study includes customers in the United States and Canada,

representing a wide spectrum of industries, annugd sales and degree of

outsoumng commitouent. Many have been usii^ outsourdng providers
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for more than five years. The survey respondents were fmm mmsm and

middle management levels.

B

Survey PoptMon and Characteristics

Hie survey includes customers that have recently begun outsourcing

activities, as well as those that have had contracts for as long as five

years. Many have multiple contracts for the outsourcing of numerous

functions and services. None have terminated outsourcing contracts, but

some have renegotiated contract terms or contracted with replacement

vendors for the same service. The survey was conducted during the

second quarter of 1995.

1. Industry Sectors Surveyed

The thirty companies surveyed are in a variety of industrial sectors. As

shown in Exhibit I-l, the largest survey peculation is drawn fifom the

maniifacturing sectors.
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Exhibit 1-1

Distribution of Companies by Industry

utilities

10%

Process Manufacturirtg

30%

30 Respondents

Banking & Finance

13%
Transportation

7%
Business Services

^^ealth Care

3%

Education

3%

Discrete Manufacturing

27%

Porfien <^ Rei^on^nts in Each Indusby

Soom: INPUT

Nearly 65% of the companies had annual sales in excess of $1 billion., as

shown in Exhibit 1-2. The annual sales of companies in the

manufacturing sector ranged between $170 million and $100 billion.

Exhibit 1-2

Distribution of Companies by Annual Sales

Annual Sales Portion of Respondents

< $1 Billion 37%

$1-20 Billion 50%

$>$20 Billion 13%

Source: INPUT

2. Respondent Title and Reporting Relationship

The respondents surveyed were middle-level managers involved with

contract negotiation, many of whom were also involved in outsourcing

activities. The distribution of survey respondent job titles is shown in

Exhibit 1-3. These managers reported to senior-level personnel, whose

titles are shown in Exhibit 1-4.
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Exhit}tt 1-3

Survey Respondent Position Titles

Title
Percentage of

Respondenis

Manager 37

Analyst, Admini^rator, Coonjinator 23

Director 23

Vice President 10

Controller 7

Note that more than 50 percent of the senior personnel are corporate

officers. For further discussion of the role played by CFOs in outsourcing

decisions, see the INPUT report, The Role of the CFO in Outsourcing

Decisions.

ExhibitM
Respondents Reporting Relationship

Respondents Reporting

Relationship

Percentage of

Respondents

Chief Information Officer 27

Chief Financial Officer 27

Director 12

Vice President 12

Manager 19

Controller 3

3. Types of Outsourcing Activities

The companies outsourced a broad ^clarum of services and functions.

The distribution ofout^urdng activities is shown in Exhibit 1-5. Many of

the respondents outsovirced numerous services or functions. However, 53

percent of the survey respondents were outsourcing a single activity. It is

noteworthy that desktop services is the most frequent outsourcing

activity for this survey population. The next most frequently outsourced

support service is network management. Both outsourcing activities

continue to take on increasing importance as client/server computing and

the networks supporting business automation grow in importance.
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Exhibit 1-5

Outsourcing Contract Types

Type of Outsourcing Activily Percentage of Total

Desktop Services 26

Network Management 19

All Operations and Mana^enfient 17

Business Operations 12

Platform Systems 12

Application Management 9

Appiicaticm Sy^^ems 5

4. Outsourcing Budget Allocation

The portion of information systems budget allocated to outsourcing by Uie

surveyed companies averaged 19 percent of the IS budget. The allocation

ranged between 1 and 100 percent of the total budget. The largest

outsourcing budget allocations were found to be for entire operation

outsourcing and network and platform services.

ReportOi^anizaQon

The remainder of this report is organized int© the following chapters:

• Chapter II, Emcutive Overview, provides a synopsis of the study

findings and reeommendatiions.

• Chapter III, Contract Term Negotiators, reviews those involved in

the negotiation of contract terms. In addition, the involvement of

purchasing department personnel is discussed.

• Chapter IV, Major Pre-Contract Issues, provides a discussion of

the areas of concern to customers since they are perceived as

critical to the negotiation process. Recommendations are made for

considerations vendors should factor into the negotiation process.

• Chapter V, Contract Performance, discusses the importance that

customers place on various aspects of contract performance and

how well the vendor conforms to the terms and expectations.
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D

There are numerous associated INPUT reports on outsourcing to which

readers can refer, including the following:

• U.S. Outsourcing M<wket Analysis, 1M4'1999

• Pricing and Marketing of Outsourcing Services

• The Impact ofBusiness Promss Beengmeermg on OuMmircing

• The Role of the CFO in Outsourcing Decisions

• CUmt SaUsfactwn with Outsourcing

• Business Operations in Outsourcing
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Executive Overview

The decision to outsource operational functions and business services is

complex. It requires the customer to consider multiple issues and factors

and to ensure that the vendor understands the metrics against which

deUvery of the outsourcing service will measured. Most important is to

establish that the outsourcing activity is provided in a timely and cost-

effective manner. Outsourcing projects generally are contracted for

multiple years, this results in the task of definition often being

complicated and stressful and requiring careful and reasoned

considerations about service and cost expectations two, three, or even five

years into the future.

A satisfactory relationship between vendor and customer will depend

heavily upon the ability of each to fashion a contract that both parties

find mutually acceptable and that appropriately reflects the reaUty of

what the customer wants and the vendor is capable of deUvering. Any

failure to reflect expectations and capabihties will ultimately result in

dissatisfaction, perhaps requiring mediation, renegotiation, arbitration or,

at worst, litigation. In all cases, avoidance of the need to resolve issues

under such alternatives should be paramount.

EsWishing ContractTemis

The study results reveal that the primary customer concerns during the

crafting of the outsourcing contract are to define the acceptable levels of

service delivery while simultaneously bounding the domain of expected

cost. On the basis of relative importance, the highest rated issues are

service level guarantees, commitment to dehvery schedules and iJie

availability of appropriate technical personnel.

Access to technical personnel is mentioned most frequently, but does not

rank at the top of the Ust of concerns. Rather, issues of price and cost

have the highest priority, AlUiough, fixed pricing is a key nepjtiation
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issue, financial incentives linked to performance are not. Warrantees are

included in the list of top coxmtm, but linking them to incentives is not

mentioned.

Respondents were questioned about which negotiating issues were

resolved witii ea^ and which wilii diffictdty. Vendors should note that

price is mentioned most frequently as an easily resolved issue while,

when questioned about the most difficult negotiation issue, price and

service level are ranked equally and most frequently. Almost without

exception, little mention is made of major issues threatening the

negotiations (i.e. "deal breakers") that atom at the time of ojntract

signing.

The purchasing department played a key role in the contract negotiation

in little more than half of the survey sample. Further, this department

took the leadm negotiation in less than 15% of the cases. In light of the

fact that outeouicing contracts generally are complex documents designed

to define service and cost level expectations clearly, it is interesting that

the purchasing department is not mentioned more frequently as taking a

leading role in the negotiation process. A later portion of the survey

found that several respondents indicated a desire for active purchasing

department participation in the next rotmd of outsourcing contract

negotiations.

CofibaGt PerforrniuKe

Eighty percent of the customers surveyed have at least one year of

experience operating with an outsource contract, and more than halfhave

more than two years of operational experience. The second portion of the

study concerned the experience of these companies regarding actual

vendor performance. The survey respondents indicated that the vendors

have, in general, performed within reasonable expectations. However,

this is not to say that companies, across the board, are satisfied with all

aspects of contractor performance and adherence to contract terms.

Items identified as being most at issue are unanticipated service costs

and failure to meet service objectives. Nearly a quarter of the respondent

companies are in some stage of contract renegotiation, on a formal or

informal basis, to remedy problems with aspects of the above issues or

due to service soape changes requested by the customer.
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In spite of these problems, relations with vendors are reported as

improved or little impacted. Less than 20% of the survey sample believed

that the relationship with the vendor had deteriorated. In those cases

where deterioration had occurred the reasons for fading relationships can

be sxunmarized as:

• problems with cost con^nment

• unwillingness on the part of the vendor to resolve ongoing operational problems.

Those reporting improvement in relationships generally identified tiie

following factors as contributing to the change:

• the vendor's efforts to work through problems

• stability ofkey vendor personnel who stay with the contract operation

• the vendor's effort at constant improvOTient.

C
Conditions

The study indicates that vendors received an above-average rating for

delivering outsourcing services. However, there are still issues that

create customer concerns about a>ntract terms and vendors' ability to

deliver. The most frequently mentioned issues, both pre- and post-

contract signing, are assuring appropriate levels of service delivery and

controlling the cost of service. Equally important, but usually not written

into the contact, is concern about for the vendor's willingness to assign

appropriate personnel to the outsourcing contract, to work through

problems as they arise and to work as a team in order to get the job done.

Vendors can shorten the process of contract term definition and

negotiation by recognizing the needs of the company to appropriately

define the service levels to be delivered and the cost expectations. Efforts

to facilitate early agreement on these issues and vendor commitment to

dehvery wiU soUdify relations with the company and offer opportunity for

additional contracts for outsourcing services. Further, it becomes clear

that customer pre-contract activities involve the functional business unit

organizations in defining the service and cost levels as well as IS

departments. Efforts on the part of the vendor to make early, proactive

efforts at working with the personnel in these organizationis will hasten

the process of contract agreement and, after start-up, provide a base for

simplified and quick conflict rem>lution.
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Contract Term Negotiators

Outsourcing contract terms and conditions represent some of the most

important determinants influencing satisfaction with service deUvery and

the relationship between vendor and customer. Contract negotiation is,

indeed, a critical phase in the life cycle of outsourcing service delivery.

Accordingly, it is important to understand who the lead negotiators are

and who else participate in the contract negotiation process. This helps

set a framework for the terms identified as being critical to the success of

the outsourcing contract.

• Section A, TJie Lead Negotiators, is a review of the senior

personnel who are involved in the leadership and process of

negotiating outsourcing contract terms. Further discussion is

devoted to other key participants in the negotiation process.

• Section B, Purchasing Department Partkipaiion, reviews the

customer's contracting or piu-chasinf departoent participation in

the contract negotiation process.

• Section C, Conclusions and Remmmendaiions, suggests

approaches tiiat vendors can take to better understand the driving

fortes and initiatives that shape the contract terms.

A
The Lead Negotiators

The survey restdts reveal that the contract term negotiations usually are

conducted by mid- to senior-level managers who have direct responsibility

for the specific service or business function being outsourced. In addition

to the question of negotiation leadership, the respondents also were asked

if the negotiation was carried out by a committee. In only three cases

(10% of the survey), were the negotiations managed by committees of

senior personnel. Lead negotiating responsibility by department is shown

m Exhibit III-l.
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Exhibit

Key Negotiators

Lead Negotiator's Department Count Percentage of Total

Information Systems 16 59

Non-lnfoimation Systems 11 41

Source: INPUT

It is useful to note that 41% of the senior lead negotiators are from non-

information systems departments. This statistic clearly indicates liie

importance to be placed on thorough insight regarding not only the

infoMQation systems-related requirements, but also the needs of the

business and user departments. Only then is it possible to understand

the driving forces that influence contract terms.

In 43% of the survey (13 companies), the negotiation of contract tenns

was carried out or supported by a committee of managers. The

composition of these committees varied, but many had participation from

staff support groups, including the legal, finance and human resource

departments. This again highhghts the need for the vendor to place

heavy emphasis upon understanding the needs and influences of tiie

entire organization.

B
Purchasing Department Participation

Members of the purchasing department were found to have participated

in contract definition and negotiation in only 57 percent of the companies

in the survey. Because the negotiation of contract terms is so closely

related to the activity of the purchasing or contract department, it is

unusual that this department was not mentioned more frequently as

having major involvement in the negotiation process. In only four cases

(13%) did the piirchasing department take lead re^nsibility for

negotiations. It is interesting to note that in two cases, companies that

did not have strong purchasing department involvement woidd opt for

svich participation in future negotiations.

c
Conclusions and Recommendalions

Committees and non-IS mana^fflient negotiators represent another

challenge to the negotiation process. Whether the customer negotiator is

a committee or an individual, it is imperative that the vendor develops an

appreciation for the internal user issues that are driving the deosion to
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outsource. Now that the reasons for outsourcing transcend the

traditional issues of cost and operational convenience, understanding the

secondary driving forces takes on new significance. As a result, the need

to develop contacts and relationships within the customer organization at

all levels and encompassing all interests in aspects of the prospective

outsourcing service must be stressed. Vendors will improve their position

by understanding all the requirements of the outsourcing project and

being prepared to respond and shape tiiese expectations in eonfonnity

with its ability to deUver.
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i 11 V

Major Pre-Contract Issues

Contract terms and conditions are designed to define the scope of services,

provide for the service pricing structure, and set out appropriate methods

by which the vendor or customer can pursue recoiirse, should disputes

arii^. During the recent years of outsourcing contract ^wth, many

additional service areas (e.g. Desktop Services) have become part of the

mainstream, as has the breadth of companies served. At the same time,

the gap between customer expectations and actual service delivered show

signs of widening. There is evidence in several high-profile outsourcing

contracts to suggest that vendors are sometimes unable to be responsive

enough to contract terms.

The instances of disappointment with the nature, level and cost of service

continue to grow. The reasons for the mismatch between expectation and

reality are many. Failure of the customer to specify performance and cost

expectations appropriately and the vendor's inabiUty to manage

expectations and service delivery are often at nexus of deteriorating

business relationships.

This chapter will explore the issues that are of greatest importance to the

survey respondents. Vendors will benefit from developing an

understanding about the factors that are important to the customer

during and after contract negotiation. Although the quality of service and

associated costs continue to be ofprimary importance to the customer, a

more detailed level of requirement specification is important. The

following sections explore the key contract provisions that respondents

identified as having particular importance. Issues arising prior to the

signing of the contract are rated, ranked and diaiussed.

• Section A, Key Contract Provisions, contains the customer survey

responses to key issues thought important in the contract

negotiation phase.
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• Section B, Issue Resolution at Contract Time, discusses the items

that are either easy or difficult to resolve at the time of contract

completion.

• Section C, Conclusions and Recommendations, contains suggestions

for improving the proce^ ofnegotiation^ as to arrive at contract

terms that represent the intent of the user and tiie capabilities of tiie

vendor.

Key Corrtract Provisions

The traditional issues of cost, service delivery and access to technical

resources weigh heavily on the minds of users. These concerns generally

arise in contracts for delivering technical services. However, they become

particularly problematic when the customer is faced with defining

performance and <x>st expectations at contract initiation and, in many

cases, two, five, or more years into the future.

There are six key areas of contention when contract performance terms

are being defined. These were discussed in INPUT'S report. Pricing and

Marketing of Outsourcing Services. All issues were to be rated in tiie

context of their importance when negotiating contract terms. Exhibit IV-

1 shows the average rating response for each pei^rmance category.
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Exhibit lV-1

Rating of Key Contract Considerations

RaifllcB

Ri&|iftiirisajr{^

ftrfbrnroeBtJiB

liaida'RKuitltjNATctr

Ad^jl^cflohic^^Hjctbb

30Rpi^

1 14. e>

131

f
4.D

4- +
2 3

LterraiiigcflrT]DCrtaTE

146

Source: WP(/T

The highest rated items (i.e., 4.5 to 4.6 rating) are guarantee of service

level up-time, commitment to delivery schedule, service level guarantee

and availability of technical specialists. Although service and delivery

a)inmitments and fixed pricing are important, it is interesting to note

that the aggregate survey response indicated the least interest in

considering incentives and bonuses for achieving specific performance

levels. This indicates that vendors may gain little, or even lose, by

emphasizing pricing mechanisms based on performance and/or delivery
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levels. It is better for vendors to take the approach that achievement of

performance and delivery levels should be assumed rather than provided

as a means to earn additional compensation.

In addition, tiie availability of technical specialists continues to be a

major, persistent issue for projects such as these in which technology is

evolving rapidly. This will become more even important over the next few

years as the portion of client/server systems that are outsourced while

also increasing in complexity. In fact, this increased technical complexity

is now a driving force behind the growth of outsourcing.

Respondents also were asked to rank the items most important to be

included in the outsourcing contract. A tabulation of the rankings is

shown in Exhibit IV-2.

Exhitm IV-2

Ranking of Key Contract Consideratjons

Warranties

Transfer of Personnel to

Vendor Staff

To

g
o 2
4> a>

O

BNo. Times Ranl<ed First

QTinnes Mentioned

Technical Specialist ^^^^ 2

Avaitability mmmmwmmmmm 17

Delivery Schedule

Commitment

Service Level

CoiTBTiltment

Cost and Financial

6 8 10 12

Number of Mentior^

18

SOMft»; /A/wr

Again, it is instructive to note that availability of technical specialists is

the most frequently mentioned concern, although this issue did not

receive the most firequent first ranking. Rather, cost and financial

considerations ranked most frequently in the first position. These six

issues represent 65 percent of the responses.

The consistent message here for vendore is that customers are concerned

about guaranteeing specific levels of service, controlling the cost and

assuring ^at appropriate skill levels are eommitttd with ongmag
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availability to the outsourcing project. Efforts to work collaboratively

with the customer in the early stages of identifying appropriate and

practical levels of performance while rationalizing achievable

cost/performance objectives should represent early cornerstones for open,

professional relationships with the customer. Crafting realistic

expectations for performance and cost will help to defuse disappointment

with actual performance and incurred costs as issues arii^.

Issue Resolution at ContractTime

An objective of the study is to identify the conlract tenns most easily

negotiated at the time ofcontract signing, and those either most difficult

to negotiate or what can best be termed "deal breakers." It was found

that price and service level were the most frequently mentioned issues as

either easy or difficult to resolve. The aggregate responses for these two

represented 52 and 54 percent of the responses in the easy and difficult

categories, respectively. See Exhibit IV-3 for additional detail.

Exhibit IV-3

Top Issues Easy and Difficult to Resolve

Category Easy to resolve

Percent of total

Hard to resolve

Percent of total

Price 44 27

Service Level 8 27

Source: INPUT

The two issues were linked in many responses. In fact, the clear message

is that cost and service level are at the root of customer concerns.

Few respondents identified any issues as being deal breakers although

two usei^ emphasize that tibey would not negotiate on prim.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The key measures of service dsUvery to which customers expect vendors to

make a commitment are;

• Outsourcing oost

• Service level

• Responsiveness
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Further, the message is that users are comfortable with pricing

arrangements and service level guamntees that a^ure hmitations mi cost

at level of service deUvery.

Joint sharing of cost savings or incentives based on perfonnance appear

to have httle appeal. Vendors who choose to pursue tias approach to

pricing should review the way in which this is presented to prospects. The

current lack of appeal may be the result of the benefits and advantages

provided by performance bonuses and sharing in cost savings having been

presented to the customer in an ineffective manner. This lack of

marketing effectiveness is studied in INPUTs report Tricmg and

Marketing ofOutsourcing Services"

Users are concerned about the availability and dedication of appropriate

management and technical personnel to the outsourcing project. Further,

a number of the respondents expressed concern about the vendor's abiUty

to smoothly transfer its personnel to tiie vendor organization. Associated

with this concern are the retention of the transferred personnel to

continue working on the customer's activities, and assurance that

transferred personnel will find the new management and benefit

environment sufficiently acceptable to avoid any legal actions.

Vendors can overcome this user con(%m by taking time, during the

negotiation process, to explain and document their procedures for

integrating transferred personnel. They should also define the future role

for these individuals.

Vendors can help to improve the negotiation process by understanding

the service level and cost containment objectives the prospective customer

is attempting to achieve. Clear and open communication about these

issues is essential. The vendor will improve its negotiating position by

responding openly and realistically about the customer's performance and

cost demands and, in response, the vendor's abihty to deliver on these

objectives. In addition, issues about the availabiMty of appropriate

technical and management personnel dedicated to t^e project also are

very important to the negotiation process.

During the contract definition phase, the vendor is in the best position to

develop a close working relationship witii the customer and, in the

pttK^ss, help to craft terms that reflect the vendor's abiUty to deUver.

Because, in today's market, contract terms must more broadly represent

the requirements not only of the information systems department, but

also the user groups within the functional business units, it is important
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that the vendor sales and contract negotiation team develop a dear

understanding of the driving forces at aU levels in each of the customer

departments. This means that the vendor can improve the process by

knowing which of the customer's personnel are driving the requirements

definitions and working with them to insiure that these requirements are

realistic and achievable.

Finally, early presentation by the vendor of the technical and

management personnel who are to be assigned to the outsourcing project

will help to assure the customer that a competent team is ready start to

the project. The more the customer gets to know these vendor personnel

before the contract, the greater the probabihty of achieving a positive

supplier-customer relationship.
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Cotitract Performance

This chapter provides insight into operational reahty and comphance with

contract terms and conditions. Of the respondent customers, 66% have

been operating with outsourcing services for more than two years. Most

of the respondents report successful outsourcing service operations-4)ut

not without problems, in several cases. In addition, the views of the

surveyed companies regarding how they would change the emphasis of

contract terms in future negotiations is discussed.

• Section A, Vendor Performance and Contract Terms, presents users

assessment of vendors' abihty to deliver expected services at

acceptable cost levels. It also looks into the lessons learned and

actions that the company took to resolve issues with the vendor.

• Section B, Hindsight and Negotiating Better CoMraet Terms, looks

into user assessment of the actions that can be taken when

negotiating outsourcing eonteacts in the future.

• Section C, Conclusions and Recommendations, makes suggestions

regarding managing user expectations and positioning the vendor

so as to avoid a cxistomer's loss of a)nfidenoe in the vendor's ability

to dehver.

Vendor Performance and ContractTerms

It is important to obtain customer assessment of tiie vendor's

performance, subsequent to contract initiation. The respondents were

asked to rate how well the vendors performed in areas of cost and service

level. The ratings for five specific performance areas are shown in

Exhibit V-1.
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Exhibit V-l

Vendor Performance Rating

Meeting Service Delivery

Goals

Control of Service Costs

Meeting Product Delivery

Meeting Teclinology

Transition Objectives

Charging Unanticipated

Service Costs

1

" " ^ -"^ - -'

1 1 H-

4.1

,0

1 2 3 4 5
Rating

(1=Low/, 5=Higii)

Source: INPUT

The assessment indicates that, overall, users believe the vendors have

performed at or above average levels of expectation. The variation in

these avera^ ratings is quite small, indicating that there is no significant

disparity among the respondents' ratings. In only one case did the

respondent give particularly low ratings (i.e. 1 or 2) to its vendor for the

issues of meeting service goals, controlling costs and being faced with

unanticipated costs. This particular outsourcing contract is in the early

stages of operational deUvery.

However, the unanticipated service cost item provides evidence that this

area certainly covdd be improved, the rating being just above average

performance. Three of the survey respondents indicated that

unanticipated costs were a problem and that negotiations to arrive at

rei^lutions are still in process. At the same time, several customers

indicated that their vendors were very quick to arrive at resolution of

problems as they aro^.
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Seven of the companies (23% of the survey population) responded that the

outsourcing contracts were in some stage of renegotiation. Reasons for

renegotiation boiled down to dissatisfaction over unanticipated costs or

failure to meet service goals, or a change in project scope. Several

customers indicated that through there are problems with servi(»

delivery, nothing is being done to renegotiate contract teraB; apparently,

the user does not condder the problem severe.

The survey asked the respondents to characterize how their relationships

with vendors have evolved since initiating outsourcing activities. Ratings

are shown in Exhibit V-2.

Exhibit V>2

Relationship with Vendor Since Contract Initiation

Not Changed
33%

Portion of Responses

Source; INPUT

i^ain, this would appear to be a very positive evaluation, in that half of

the companies believe that the relationship with the vendor has

improved. The common themes underlying improvement are,:

• Good vendor personnel who am t^hnically matched to the need and

who strive for teamwork

• The willingness on the part of the vendor to solve the problems when

they arise and then to "go the extra mile" to dehver on tiie

commitments.
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The common criticisms among companies tixat believed the relationship

had deteriorated were:

• the inability to meet service level commitments

• the difficulty with cost containment.

Once again, there is good reason to be concerned about these two issues

both prior to and after contract signing.

Surveyed companies were also asked to rate factors that would do the

most harm to the relationship with the vendor. Examples of such factors

include:

• Vendor service that was unresponsive to contract terms,

• Costs that were unanticipated or in excess of contract terms

• Issues ofvendor and company pei^nnel

The respondents' rating of these items is shown in Exhibit V-3.
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Exhibtt V-3

Factors that Can Most Harm Vendor-Customer Relationships

Meeting commitment to

performance delivery goals

T

Vendor unresponsive to

rescdvir^ rton-conformance

Vendor success in

managing tarpon of ^afF

Service costs 5% above

company goal

McHtiomd costs for items

t%fA in ori^nal ^tract

30 Respondents

Vendor oversold its ^
capability to eteliver

Higli turnover of vendor ^
outsour^ng ^aff

Service costs 15% above ^
company g^

+

4J

Rating of Importance of Factor

(1=low, 5=high importance)

5

Source; INPUT

Once again, the message is that meeting the performance commitments

has the greatest impact upon the vendor's relationship to the customer.

The aggregate response is consistent with the responses earUer in the

survey regarding the most important contract terms. Related to

performance are vendors' actions to resolve non-conformance issues and

overselling their ability to deliver. Both of these items are rated just

below performance deUvery.

Regarding service cost, it is interesting to note that the respondents

indicated a concern about cost overruns in the range of 5 percent, but

with less importance than a 15 percent overrun. Unanticipated or added

costs were rated just below the 5 percent overrun. AltJiough cost is of

major concern, these responses seem to indicate that the customer does

have some tolerantsB for unanticipated or excessive <mi»^ beyond the

expected levels.
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B
Hind^ghtaiKi NegoOaHfig BelterConb^

Respondents were asked to consider how their organization could have

negotiated better contract terms. The emphasis was to take advantage of

hindsight and rate actions that they could have taken to produ(» better

contract terms. The ratings offleeted actions are shovm in Exhibit V-4.

Exhibit V-4

Improving the Contract Terms

Negotiate specific service

levels

Build in incentives based

on performance

Obtain commited

availability of key vendor

Detailed delivery dates an6

softwwe specificsdions

Detailed transition dates

and platform specifications

Negotiate not-to-exceed

levels

48%

38%

38%

1 1 1 H —1 h

61%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

30 Respondents Portion of Responses Witii Rating of 4 or 5

(SsVery Irrportent)

70%

Source: INPUT

If the user views of these revisions to contract terms are considered in

Ught of the average rating then there is httle differentiation. The highest

rated is "Obtain committed availabiUty of key vendor personnel" with a

rating of 3.4 and the lowest is "Detail specific software specifications and

delivery dates" with a rating of 2.9. This indicates a broad range of

opinions regarding this area. However, by considering the portion of

respondents rating each type of revision as very or most important (rating

of 4 or 5) then a oommonaUty ofviews emerges—in hindsight, users
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would place more emphasis or negotiation of terms regarding level of

performance. The relatively high portion (48%) of respondents who

ranked highly the availability of key vendor personnel confirms the

findings expressed in the previous chapter (see Exhibit IV-2). which

indicated that the most often ranked contract consideration was tiiat of

technical specialist availability.

Other actions mentioned to insure better contract negotiations were plans

to involve a greater number of prospective vendors in the negotiation

process and to obtain the involvement of the purchasing department in

working out the contract terms.

Conduskx^ and Recomni^Klalions

Contract terms that address cost containment, early surfacmg of

unanticipated costs, and service level guarantees are key prerequisites for

a successful relationship with the cxistomer. This study indicates that

this is the primary message in all phases of the outsourcing contract life

cycle. The.se elements are important during contract definition as well as

ongoing project operation. Equally important to negotiating a contract

that both sides find satisfactory is the effort keep the relationship on a

positive and growing basis after the service begins.

Measures to avoid customer dissatisfaction osm the outsoumng activities

have begun are clear.

• The vendor must be committed to working actively to resolve contract

non-conformance issues. This means that, as and when problems

arise, appropriate personnel must be available to work out 1^
technical and administrative issues requiring resolution.

• Working out the issues means that the vendor can best preserve its

relationship witli the ^istomer by being up firont when performance

shortfalls arise, and by insuring that competent personnel who

imderstand the customer's technical and service environment are at

the customer site on a regular basis.

• Having identified incipient stages ofpotential problems, early

resolution will help to insure a long lasting busines® relationship wi^

the customer.
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